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The more you approach a performer, the more you inhibit the very performance you are there to see. No matter how much a performer gives, no matter how intensively you attend to her, the gap remains between.
Sean Cubitt, Art Has No History! (1994: 283)

In the immediate aftermath of the 1982 Falkland/Malvinas conflict, the Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges poignantly portrayed the arbitrary, imagined encounter between an Argentine and a British solider on the battlefield. In this homage to the fallen on both sides of the Atlantic, he wrote: ‘Hubieran sido amigos, pero se vieron una sola vez cara a cara, en unas islas demasiado famosas, y cada uno de los dos fue Caín, y cada uno, Abel’ (They might have been friends, but they saw each other face to face only once, on some overly famous islands, and each one of them was Cain, and each was Abel) (1982). In this poetic confrontation between the poem’s eponymous soldiers Juan López and John Ward, Borges exposed the futility and exceptionality he saw in the experience of war, underscoring the boundaries in our ability to understand its traumatic consequences as spectators untouched by its violence. ‘Les tocó en suerte una época extraña’, he wrote: ‘El hecho que refiero pasó en un tiempo que no podemos entender’ (It was their luck to be born into a strange time. […] The incident I mention occurred in a time that we cannot understand) (1982). Some thirty years after the publication of Borges’ now-famous epitaph of the war, Lola Arias’ Minefield/Campo minado (2016) theatrically transposes this bellic encounter onto the stage, bringing together three Argentine and three British veterans to reenact their memories of the war, to reflect collectively on the futility of the conflict, and to contemplate how their lives have progressed since returning from the Islands. Through these deeply personal interactions between former adversaries, Arias constructs the play as an ‘encounter between people’ (cit. Wicker 2017), treating the lives of its non-professional actors, according to one critic, ‘as historical documents that can tell us much, often more than any history book’ (Gardner 2016). 
Minefield’s ludic and multimedial approach to the representation of the past, using on-stage screens to project live and recorded performances, as well as to display newspaper cuttings, photographs and archival footage, is, in the director’s own words, an attempt not to stage ‘what really happened, but what resides in memory years later’ (2016a). In that sense, unlike the verses penned by Borges, what is at stake in Minefield is not a representation of the war itself, ‘[sino] la posguerra’ (but the postwar) (Arias cit. Cruz 2016). As a result, much of the play’s innovation is not only to be found in the moving and, at times, uncomfortable reencounter between former enemies on stage, but also in the creative performances of memory that are permitted through the veterans’ tactile and technological interactions with documents from the conflict’s archive of cultural memory. As Carol Martin observes in her seminal work on contemporary autobiographical performance,

Documentary theatre takes the archive and turns it into repertory, following a sequence from behavior to archive records of behavior to the restoration of behavior as public performance. At each phase, a complex set of transformations, interpretations, and inevitable distortions occur. In one sense, there is no recoverable ‘original event’ because the archive is already an operation of power. (2006: 10) 

Indeed, as the veterans of Minefield reenact their memories of the past, solemnly or parodically exchanging the roles of Cain and Abel in a collaborative – and at times cathartic – performance of shared traumatic experience, it is precisely these ‘complex’ and ‘inevitable distortions’ of the archive that allow Arias to engage with the hegemonic historical memory of the Falkland/Malvinas war in original and progressively more provocative ways. As this article will argue, Minefield positions itself at the very boundaries of documentary theatre, interrogating the testimonial body and its claims to authenticity as a means of questioning both the ethical implications of staging histories of violence and, more subtly, the political implications of bearing witness to such a performance. 
	In an interview focused primarily on Mi vida después (My Life After) (2009), one of the director’s earlier pieces of documentary theatre to which Minefield owes both a formal and conceptual debt, Arias reflected on the contemporary political resonance and formal practices of documentary theatre in Argentina: ‘We’re realizing these conventions don’t work anymore. If we want to make political theater, the form itself has to be put into question; it must create an experience that is political in and of itself’ (cit. Kan 2014: 63). In Minefield, the established formal conventions of documentary performance are indeed placed under pressure through its multimedial staging, which triggers, as one critic has noted, ‘a choppy rhythm to the dramaturgy that feels like a refusal to give in to the consolations of an uplifting ending, or dramatic high points’, as well as a ‘workmanlike way the piece has of dismantling a scene when it’s finished, and moving on to the next thing’ (Haydon 2016). More than this, however, the play’s remarkable focus on formal reflexivity at times also pervades the veterans’ own stories of war, as they candidly question the veracity of the memories being recounted or repeat specific memories in distinct manners and contrasting iterations. If, as Arias contends, ‘to have a critical version of history also implies being open to putting established narratives into question’ (cit. Kan 2014: 63), then it is precisely Minefield’s explicit reflection on the subjective nature of its own representation of the past that, formally and conceptually, allows Arias to question both the discursive limitations of documentary theatre as a vehicle for history and the politicised national narratives of the conflict that exist in both Argentina and the UK. 
Through the on-stage performance of conflicting memories of the war, the parodic repetition of well-known historical speeches, and the reflexive nature of the play’s intimate narratives of violence, Minefield thus creates a polyphony of perspectives towards the past in which the affective focus is centred firmly on the present consequences of the veterans’ past experiences of trauma. Indeed, as this article will argue, if the on-stage screens and recording equipment serve diegetically to frame the performance by bringing the spectator closer to the emotionality of the veterans’ experience, then they also serve as ‘hypermedial’ (Bolter and Grusin 1999: 24) devices that remind the audience of their own position as spectators. In turn, this raises certain ethical and political questions surrounding the voyeuristic nature of theatrically dwelling on the pain of others. The play’s sustained meditation on the layers of mediation and mediatisation that inhabit any representation of the past, either personal or collective, serves in this way both to dismantle dominant politicised narratives of the conflict and, on a more implicit level, to destabilise the spectator’s position as an empathetic witness to what Borges so poignantly evoked as the singular exceptionality of the experience of war. 

Reflexivity: ‘I still think it should have been in the play’
In her aforementioned article on contemporary documentary theatre, ‘Bodies of Evidence’, Martin reflects upon the reciprocal potency of oral testimony and the archive in on-stage performance. For Martin, documentary objects serve to endow a piece of theatre with an initial impression of historical authenticity, representing for the audience an immediate semiotic connection between the bodies on stage and a specific historical moment; it is, however, for Martin, the first-hand testimony that is enabled through these documents which instills the performance with a more emotionally accessible link to the past. ‘Ironically, then’, she writes, ‘it is precisely what is not in the archive, what is added by making the archive into repertory, that infuses documentary theatre with its particular theatrical viability’ (2006: 11). Moreover, she continues, while this discursive elaboration results in the ‘blurring’ of the domains of the archive and the repertoire, it is, for the spectator, ‘precisely the way in which interpretation is built from what is not part of the archive that brings “real life” and believability to documentary theatre’ (2006: 11). In Minefield, these theatrical semblances of ‘real life’ and ‘viability’ are implicitly acknowledged during the first few moments of the play, as the Argentine and British veterans appear from opposite sides of the stage and the opening lines gesture towards the centrality of the repertoire in the performance that is to follow. As Marcelo takes centre stage, his image projected onto a large screen behind him, he reads from a diary that he kept during the show’s rehearsal process in Buenos Aires: ‘Estoy ahí con el enemigo, contándonos historias. Por ahí entiendo muy pocas palabras, pero en los gestos, en las miradas, puedo entender lo que me quieren decir. Me imagino en una trinchera todos juntos hablando de la guerra’ (I’m there with the enemy, and we’re telling each other stories. I don’t understand all that much, but in their gestures, in their looks, I manage to understand what they’re trying to tell me. I imagine all of us together in a trench, talking about the war) (2016: 1, emphasis added). The play’s recurring emphasis on the re-enactment and re-narration of the past, using old diaries and newspaper cuttings as archival triggers for memory rather than as semiotic markers of history itself, progressively accentuates the centrality of the repertoire in any collaborative sense of understanding that comes to be fostered on stage. As such, in Martin’s terms, it is ‘what is outside the archive – glances, gestures, body language, the felt experience of space, and the proximity of bodies’ (2006: 11) that imbues Minefield with its deeply affective relationship to the past, drawing these veterans together through their shared, traumatic experiences of war and, more significantly, through the repeated performances of this historical and psychological conflict on stage. 
	In a similar fashion to Arias’ previous two works of documentary theatre, Mi vida después and El año en que nací (The Year I Was Born) (2011), Minefield openly toys with notions of testimonial authenticity, progressively undermining any objective veneer in the representation of the past through the play’s performative incorporation of humour, parody, and formal and narrative reflexivity. In the first scene of the play, for instance, in which Marcelo and David initially respond to questions about their age, military rank and current occupation with short, clearly rehearsed responses, the subsequent injection of comedy underscores the play’s desire to move away from static and distinctly ‘factual’ representations of these veterans in the public sphere. ‘Soy iron man’ (I’m an Iron Man), Marcelo responds, when asked about his hobbies and interests, while David, for his part, sings a self-penned song about the war, entitled ‘Soldier, Soldier’ (2016: 2-3). While this scene gestures towards an appearance of documentary objectivity, initially introducing the veterans in a stereotypically regimented manner, David’s wry assertion that he ‘still thinks [the song] should have been in the play’ (2016: 3) promptly reminds the audience of the subjective construction of the script, reflexively throwing into relief the operations of directorial authority and processes of archival selection that are involved in the play’s staging of the past. Indeed, if this preliminary scene serves to introduce Minefield’s ludic approach to the archive and its playful manner of narrating the veterans’ individual and shared pasts, then it also hints at the play’s broader problematisation of the bodies of the veterans as testimonial vehicles. At various points throughout the play, the simultaneous projection of the veterans’ faces onto a large screen at the back of the stage offers the audience an intimate sense of connection and proximity to their stories, magnifying their emotional responses and visually intensifying, in Susan Bennett’s terms, the ‘frenzy of signification’ (2006: 35) caused by the collision of autobiographical body and historical subject on stage (Figure 1). Though Martin contends that ‘more often than not documentary theatre is where “real people” are absent – unavailable, dead, disappeared – yet reenacted’ (2006: 9), in Minefield it is precisely this overlap between the body of the veteran and his story that endows the play with such significant affective potency from the outset. In a distinct manner to Mi vida después and El año en que nací, therefore, which present the stories of disappeared, deceased or absent parents from the generational perspective of their children, the ‘frenzy of signification’ that we witness in Minefield has, in terms of spectatorship, ‘an usually strong claim to authenticity’ (Bennett 2006: 35). 
	While, in this sense, the formal aspects of Minefield’s staging initially serve to focalise attention on the testimonial body, visually amplifying the play’s ‘frenzy of signification’, they also function paradoxically, as the play progresses, to underscore the construction and subjectivity of these testimonies and, as a consequence, to problematise any potential act of spectatorial affiliation. The proliferation of audio-visual recording devices on stage – cameras, screens, microphones – successfully offer the audience privileged emotional access to these deeply personal stories of trauma, while, at the same time, subtly controlling what is seen and what is heard. In Martin’s terms, the play in this way provocatively ‘deploys the appearance of truth, while inventing its own particular truth through elaborate aesthetic devices’ (2006: 10). Yet, more than this, any façade of historical objectivity in Minefield is only momentarily permitted to exist on stage before the play’s reflexive interrogation of its own mediation undermines the possibility of any one true perspective towards the conflict. Indeed, as a piece of documentary theatre, a genre ‘often as much concerned with emphasizing its own discursive limitations, with interrogating the reification of material evidence in performance, as it is with the real-life story or event it is exploring’ (Martin 2009: 3), Minefield sustains its emphasis on exposing the layers of subjectivity that constitute these personal and historical narratives of war. 
The reflexivity of Minefield’s formal execution also extends, as suggested previously, to the script itself, with veterans discussing certain aspects of their own auditions that did not make it into the final version of the play or how their feelings towards particular memories of the past were transformed and challenged by meeting soldiers from the opposing side. In one instance, Gabriel admits that ‘los veteranos tenemos varias formas de recordar la guerra’ (us veterans have different ways of remembering the war), telling and re-telling stories until someone provides ‘el pedazo que te falta’ (the piece that you’re missing) (2016: 24); in another instance, during one of the play’s introductory moments of comic relief, Marcelo reminds the audience that while the war lasted seventy-four days ‘los ensayos de esta obra duraron un poco más’ (the rehearsals for this play lasted a little longer) (2016: 1). Through the reflexive recognition of the subjective efforts that underpin the play’s collective process of remembering, along with the explicit questioning of the veracity of the episodes that are being recounted, Minefield thus both formally and diegetically comes to problematise any foundational ‘frenzy of signification’. Instead, the play sets out to interrogate not simply the subjective foundations of the episodes being remembered but also, more subtly, its own discursive limitations as a piece of documentary theatre. While the ‘promise’ of documentary theatre, in Janelle Reinelt’s terms, is ‘to provide access or connection to reality through the facticity of documents’ (2009: 22), Minefield at times frustrates this very desire for an objective link with the past, drawing even the testimonial authenticity of the body itself into question. If, as Reinelt contends, ‘the experience of documentary is connected to reality, but is not transparent, and is in fact constitutive of the reality it seeks’ (2009: 8), then it is indeed in the ‘performance’ of the document, rather than the document itself, where Minefield’s affective connection to the past is to be found. 
In their work on performances of memory in popular culture, Liedeke Plate and Anneke Smelik discuss the ‘performative turn’ that has taken place within cultural memory studies, noting that this paradigmatic shift has refocused our understanding of ‘memory as the trace of what once was to memory as the past’s present moment’ (2013: 5-6). For Plate and Smelik, ‘[f]oregrounding the work of memory, the active labour of remembering and of forgetting, brings the focus on its creative aspect and functions theoretically to push representation beyond its borders as just representing meaning’ (2013: 6, original emphasis). In Minefield, it is precisely the veterans’ embodied performance of memory that works to overcome any restrictively semiotic conception of the archive of cultural memory, relying on their creative engagements with memory in order to instil the past with a present sense of affective and political resonance. Indeed, in Diana Taylor’s terms, while archival memory is able to ‘separate the source of “knowledge” from the knower’ (2003: 19), it is the presence of the veterans in Minefield, the implicated ‘agents’ of the repertoire, which allows them to ‘keep and transform choreographies of meaning’ (2003: 20). In this regard, it is the testimonial body’s sense of performative agency, gained by ‘participat[ing] in the production and reproduction of knowledge by “being there”, by being a part of the transmission’ (Taylor 2003: 20), that Minefield celebrates through its exposition of the layers of subjectivity and mediation inherent in its own screening of the past. Though it is clear in Minefield that the dominant historical narratives of the conflict still hold a deep significance for the veterans that are on stage, having affected their lives in cataclysmic ways that persist into the present, it is, as the play progresses, the personal and individual stories of the conflict, along with the significant effort that living with these memories on a daily basis demands, which duly take centre stage. 

Repetition: ‘I tell it like a story’
In the final scene of Minefield, during one of the play’s few outrightly political episodes, the veterans recall certain historical ‘facts’ about the war, undermining any firm sense of historical objectivity on either side by exposing the inconsistencies and contradictions that lie within dominant national narratives of the conflict. As the scene unfolds, Lou and Gabriel argue over their conflicting perspectives regarding the Islands’ historically contested sovereignty, before David and Rubén openly dispute the legality of the sinking of the Belgrano, referencing certain questionable actions committed by both armies amidst the fog of war. Though there is indeed a palpable sense of tension between the veterans during this exchange, Arias successfully displaces the uncharacteristic hostility of the scene by focusing on the dismantling of official political rhetoric and by reconfirming the play’s sustained denunciation towards the futility of war. ‘Si quieren saber más pueden leer las dos versiones en español y en inglés en Wikipedia’ (You can read the two versions in Spanish and English on Wikipedia if you want to know more), Gabriel suggests flippantly to the audience, before Lou adds: ‘You will read two very different stories’ (2016: 44). The contradictory and increasingly hollow nature of these hegemonic discourses of the conflict, epitomised in this final scene by the unsubstantiated reasons that were given to the veterans for going to war (‘A nosotros nos dijeron que ustedes no sabían por qué peleaban’ [They told us you didn’t know what you were fighting for] [2016: 44]; ‘A nosotros nos dijeron que si perdían la guerra, los ingleses iban a bombardear el continente’ [They told us that if we lost the war the English would bomb the continent] [2016: 45]), is expressed in distinct manners, and to varying degrees, throughout Minefield. In an earlier scene of the play, for instance, David and Gabriel perform as Margaret Thatcher and Leopoldo Galtieri respectively, wearing caricaturesque masks and animatedly reacting to excerpts from two of the leaders’ most famous speeches, replayed over loudspeakers (Figure 2). The concurrent display of David and Gabriel (as Thatcher and Galtieri) on two separate screens on either side of the stage frames and accentuates the parodic humour of the situation; moreover, on a more implicit level, the disconcerting repetition of these speeches within the emotionally charged space of the stage throws into sharp relief the chasm between these national discourses and the individual lives of the veterans in the present. In this way, the play’s insistence on repetition, both in formal and narrative terms, progressively evacuates any personal significance from these official narratives, which find themselves undermined, challenged and exposed as incongruous with the present psychological and political concerns of those on stage. 
	Throughout Minefield, as the hollowness of political rhetoric is repeatedly rendered manifest, Arias instead draws the spectator’s attention towards the personal, affective stories of the conflict that have been obscured by the two Wikipedia versions of the war. Indeed, during some of the most emotionally charged scenes of the play, in which Lou discusses one of his more traumatic memories, Arias directs the play’s emphasis on repetition towards the testimonies of the veterans themselves. In the first of these scenes, the British and Argentine veterans reenact an episode from the Battle of Mount Harriet, during which Lou finds a young, wounded Argentine soldier. The script reads: 

Lou: One of my guys calls me over to a fallen Argentine. And when I get there I realise he is speaking in English. [Kneeling over Rubén] He’s got a belly wound, and as I try to reassure him he starts talking about visiting England. And something about Oxford. And then he dies.
[…]  
The next job is to search the dead, the wounded and the prisoners, looking for any intelligence they may have. I am looking for maps, notebooks, anything that could help us. […] As I was searching [one of the Argentine men], I found a picture of his family. It’s not intelligence so I leave it there.

In a scene that also includes details of how fallen Argentines were buried by British soldiers, this particular story is reenacted on stage in a perfunctory, almost regimented manner, with an often-unsettling lack of sustained critical reflection. However, when this same memory returns later in the play, the emotional register of the scene is vastly different. Lou again introduces the memory, but on this occasion an excerpt from the 1987 documentary The Falklands War: The Untold Story is played on a large screen in the centre of the stage, showing a much younger Lou discussing the very same memory of the conflict. ‘And I went over and he was sort of, he started speaking in English… He was telling me, you know, that he didn’t know why he was fighting’, Lou recalls, visibly struggling to keep his emotions under control: ‘The guy that was injured… you know… I wish he hadn’t spoken English, like, err… He died… Can we stop a minute?’ (1987). The delivery of the story here stands in stark contrast to its earlier inclusion in the play, with the screen functioning as a privileged source of technological access to the past and as a means of visually emphasising the emotionality of the experience; moreover, as the veterans stand on stage in silence, staring at the paused image of a visibly emotional Lou, the screen also provokes a sense of voyeurism among the audience, heightened all the while by the reconfigured ‘frenzy of signification’ triggered by the triangulation of the testimonial body, historical experience and the meditated, on-screen version of the past. 
	In her contribution to Get Real: Documentary Theatre Past and Present, Martin discusses the use of technology in contemporary theatrical performance: ‘At its most provocative, documentary theatre focuses on describing things in the world while eliding the real, the live and the mediatized, creating a critique of the systems of signs it cites. At its best, documentary theatre complicates the idea of documentary and of the real, of documents, and even what it means to document’ (2009: 88, emphasis added). The repetition of Lou’s testimony is a significant example of how Minefield cumulatively comes to call the documentary process into question, while, at the same time, still gesturing towards the fundamental role that these subjective perspectives play in any personal or collective sense of catharsis. The testimonial body is, in this way, pushed to its epistemological limits, through a theatrical process of reflexivity and repetition that raises questions surrounding the spectator’s vicarious witnessing of this traumatic past. In the third repetition of Lou’s memory, which takes place directly after the aforementioned televised interview, the following monologue is directed at the audience: 

Lou: An actor would be proud of crying in front of the camera but I was a Royal Marine. For 30 years I’ve felt guilty for grieving for an Argentine and not one of our own. Look! Here is an emotional Lou, age 27. And this is me, age 58, performing as myself. I can tell you the story again of the wounded Argentine soldier who died in my arms. But it won’t necessarily make me cry now. Sometimes it can feel a bit raw. But I keep it under control and tell it like a story. (2016: 42, emphasis added)

These three iterations of the same memory are acutely important in Minefield, significant not only because they gesture towards the changing relationships that these veterans have with their memories of the battlefield, but also because they underscore the subjectivity and performance that are inherent in any representation of the past. Moreover, Lou’s emphasis on ‘performing as [himself]’ and on his ability to ‘tell it like a story’ introduces a narrative sense of tension between the veteran and his audience, complicating any ‘frenzy of signification’ through this subtly reflexive acknowledgment of testimonial mediation. As Jordana Blejmar aptly observes in her reading of the play, ‘[T]he spectator is thus confronted with veterans who are not only difficult to categorize but who are also split subjects, selves that are at the same time both truthful and fictional, persons and characters’ (2017: 16). Indeed, as Minefield collapses ‘the real, the live and the mediatized’ into one another, accentuating the performative nature of the on-stage interactions and the subjective construction of autobiographical memories by the testimonial body itself, the position of the spectator thus becomes unsettled, complicated both by the play’s open reflexivity towards its own mediation and by the growing sense of voyeurism that the screens, reenactments and deeply personal stories of loss provoke. 
	‘If you meet new friends, colleagues or lovers, they Google you’, explains Lou, at one point during this same scene: ‘If you Google “Lou Armour” the documentary pops up on YouTube. I can’t avoid people asking me about the war’ (2016: 42). This sense of spectatorial intrusion, emphasised all the while by the formal techniques of Minefield mentioned above, is also mirrored on a broader scale by a recurring reference to the societal reception of the veterans, particularly through print media, both during and in the aftermath of the conflict. In an early scene of the play, in which Lou discusses a photo of his capture by Argentine forces outside Government House, he confesses: ‘That picture travelled the world. It was on the front page of The Sun, The Times, The Daily Mail… I was ashamed’ (2016: 12). On the Argentine side, Gabriel reflects upon how veterans have been reduced to cultural stereotypes in Argentina, with little concern for their own psychological struggles since the war: ‘Cuando nos llaman a dar charlas en las escuelas, al final todos nos hacen la misma pregunta’, he says, discussing the recent increased visibility of veterans within Argentine society: ‘“¿Pero vos, en la guerra, mataste a alguien?”’ (When we’re asked to give speeches in schools, they always end up asking us the same question: ‘But did you actually kill anyone in the war?’) (2016: 45). In this way, the screens and recording devices that are to be found on stage not only act initially to emphasise the mediation and subjectivity inherent in these memories and to expose their incompatibility with dominant narratives of the conflict, but they also gradually come to serve as rather unsettling metaphors for the intrusiveness of the public gaze into the lives of these veterans. Indeed, though Martin contends that the genre of documentary theatre is able to prompt a sense of ‘moral superiority, not because it is more objective than media but because it is more subjective than media’ (2009: 87), it is specifically this sense of ethical authority, then, that Minefield’s innovative screening of the past calls into dispute. Through the complex, multimedial framing of the veterans’ individual stories, Arias both celebrates the subjectivity inherent in such performances of memory and, on an ethical level, problematises their exposition on the play’s stage. Lou’s tendency to ‘tell it like a story’ thus points not only to the veterans’ ability to mould their individual recollections of the past but also, more implicitly, destabilises any secure sense of spectatorial connection through an acknowledgement of the self-protective impulse triggered by the public performance of private trauma. 

Spectatorship: ‘Have you ever been to war?’
In a scene entitled ‘Psychologist/Psicólogo’, Marcelo and David, the latter a trained practitioner, take part in a mock psychiatric consultation, with their faces relayed live and in close-up onto two large screens on either side of the stage (Figure 1). The acutely intimate content of the scene, which details both veterans’ struggles with depression following the conflict, as well as Marcelo’s eventual suicide attempt, stands in stark contrast to the economic and societal impact of the war discussed in the previous scene, with a reference to ‘free markets, mass privatization, and the end of the Union Power’ (2016: 36). The candid nature of Marcelo and David’s discussion here surfaces as one of the play’s most sincere reflections on the psychological impact of the war, alluding directly to the tragic number of suicides in its direct aftermath and to the difficulty many veterans have experienced in coping with everyday life post-combat. After a brief discussion of Marcelo’s problems with drugs and his subsequent treatment in a military hospital, the script reads:

David: What kind of medication were you given?
Marcelo: Empecé a tomar antidepresivos y pastillas para dormir. Pero estaba cada vez peor. Tenía mucha bronca. En el verano del 2002, nos fuimos con los veteranos a La Rioja. A la noche, hicimos un asado al borde de un dique. Yo mezclé antidepresivos y alcohol y me tiré al dique sin saber nadar. Los veteranos me sacaron del agua. (2016: 38)
Marcelo: I started to take antidepressants and sleeping tablets. But it just got worse and worse. I had a lot of anger. In the summer of 2002, us veterans went to La Rioja. In the evening, we had a barbeque at the edge of a dam. I mixed antidepressants and alcohol, then threw myself into the dam without knowing how to swim. The veterans got me out of the water.

David, too, reveals his own struggles with PTSD, diagnosed shortly after his discharge from the Royal Marines in 1995. When questioned by Marcelo about his reasons for becoming a psychologist, he replies: ‘The psychiatrist said I also had depression, anxiety and social isolation. I used to walk around until three in the morning and get angry because the world didn’t seem to care. […] I decided to train as a psychologist. Now I work with veterans coming from Malvinas, Iraq, Afghanistan’ (2016: 39). The deeply touching register of this reconciliatory scene between former adversaries, with David notably choosing to use the word ‘Malvinas’ rather than ‘Falklands’, demonstrates the significant potential that Minefield sees in the collaborative, bilingual examination of the past. There is, however, again an unmistakeable sense of intrusion that pervades the scene, rendering the spectator’s position one of discomfort as the ‘hypermediacy’ of the on-stage screens refuses to ‘erase or render automatic the act of representation [but instead] acknowledges multiple acts of representation and make them visible’ (Bolter and Grusin 1999: 34). During what is, under normal circumstances, an intensely private encounter between practitioner and patient, the frankness of the veterans’ confessions and their visually emphasised, raw displays of emotion figuratively cast the spotlight on the voyeurism of the audience’s gaze and, more generally, as one critic points out, ‘separate [the veterans] from the rest of us in the room, a divide made stark’ (Costa 2016). Similarly, Lou’s confession towards the end of the play that the rehearsal process in Buenos Aires itself ‘brought back memories about [his] past which [he]’d never spoken about before’, causing him ‘sleepless nights’ and ‘flashbacks’ (2016: 37), compromises the affiliative connection beyond the stage, implicating the viewer and drawing into sharp relief the ethical dimension of performing such traumatic memories within the public arena. 
	In her previously mentioned article, ‘Autofictions of Postwar’, Blejmar reflects on the ‘visibility’ of the veterans on stage, drawing attention to how ‘theatre can become an affective space of empowerment and enunciation in which the marginal and vulnerable subject can […] gain visibility and produce an empathic connection with the audience’ (2017: 7). For Blejmar, the play’s sustained attempt to avoid any sympathetic sense of identification among the audience, and thus an emphasis on victimhood, allows ‘Minefield [to nurture] empathy in two directions: the Argentines and the British create an empathic bond with one another, and we, the audience, empathize with the experiences of the performers on stage’ (2017: 11). While the play does, of course, provoke an undeniable sense of connection between the audience and the performers, presenting spectators with personal stories of loss that have been concealed by politicised national narratives or sheer societal indifference, the equivalence and alignment of these empathetic layers of affiliation obscure the ethical and political dimensions raised by the play itself. Most notably, the aforementioned ways in which these testimonial bodies are presented on stage complicate the consequential logic that Blejmar perceives between ‘gaining visibility and producing an empathic connection with the audience’ (2017: 7), a connection that would deny the affective hierarchies and political implications that such a form of spectatorship entails. In an earlier scene, for example, in which the British soldiers reenact an air assault by Argentine forces, Gabriel reflects on the notable absence of any reference in the play to the torture that was inflicted on Argentine conscripts by their own higher-ranking officers. He says:

Durante los ensayos, probamos una escena que finalmente no está en la obra donde representamos un juicio por estaqueamiento. A nosotros no nos gustaba hacer esa escena porque nadie quería decir si había sido torturado, ni ponerse en el rol de víctima. Hay cosas que pasaron en la guerra que quedaron enterradas en las islas. (2016: 28) 
During the rehearsals, we practised a scene that didn’t make it into the play, in which we acted out a trial by estaqueamiento. We didn’t like doing this scene because nobody wanted to say whether he’d been tortured or not, or to play the role of the victim. There are things that happened in the war that remain buried on the islands.

Here, the reluctance to perform the role of the victim once again draws attention to the ethical aspects surrounding the veterans’ presence on stage, an issue that is not, as Blejmar suggests, resolved by ‘[t]he empathic collaboration between the performers and the viewers in the play’ (2017: 10). Instead, Minefield formally and narratively distances the spectator from the veterans’ traumatic experiences of war, paradoxically gesturing at once to the affective nature of these testimonies and provoking the audience’s desire for community, while, at the same time, undermining any such affiliative potential by openly acknowledging (and implicitly performing) the veterans’ self-protective capacity to ‘tell it like a story’. As Jean Graham-Jones contends in her reading of the play, ‘Such moments of refusal and secrecy confound the spectator’s affective attempts at empathy and understanding’ (2017: 8).
	‘En esta carpeta guardé muchas cosas de Malvinas’ (I keep lots of Malvinas stuff in this folder), explains Marcelo, dressed in his old military cape, with hand-written text projected onto a large screen in the background (Figure 3). He continues: ‘[C]artas a los soldados que mandaban los chicos de la escuela, fotos de la colimba, las convocatorias para manifestaciones, las revistas que hacíamos los veteranos y algunas cosas que escribí cuando estaba muy loco pero no se las voy a leer’ (Letters that school kids sent to the soldiers, some photos from training, our orders to serve, the magazines that the veterans made, and a few things I wrote when I was crazy, which I’m not going to read for you) (2016: 17). Marcelo’s reluctance to read aloud from the diary he has in his hands is contrasted with the document’s simultaneous and imposing visibility on the screen behind him, throwing into sharp relief the discrepancy between the emotional vulnerability of the performer and the voyeuristic gaze of the audience, channelled through the mediatised image on the screen. In Liveness: Performance in a Mediatized Culture, Phillip Auslander comments on the paradox posed by multimedial performance, and writes: ‘Whereas mediatized performance can provide the occasion for a satisfactory experience of community within the audience, live performance inevitably yields a sense of failure to achieve community between the audience and the performer’ (1999: 57, original emphasis). In Minefield, despite Blejmar’s conclusion that the play foregrounds ‘the impossibility of ultimately drawing a clear line between “us” and “them”’ (2017: 21), it is crucial not to collapse the affective connections that take place both on- and off-stage into one another, or to simplify the play’s performative treatment of collaboration between the veterans themselves: by the end of the play, the tensions between opposing sides, though eased, remain subtly present, and a contested sense of spectatorial affiliation is not only implicit in the play’s formal staging but also in the very script itself. Indeed, just as Auslander argues that any uncritical sense of empathy or connection within the theatre ‘misunderstands the dynamic of performance, which is predicated on the distinction between performers and spectators’ (1999: 57), Minefield therefore both complicates and necessitates this more sensitive understanding of its fluctuating and complex layers of identification. 
In the final scene of the play, as the veterans begin to play musical instruments, Lou directs the following questions, in a progressively more confrontational manner, towards the audience:

Have you ever been to war?
Have you ever killed anybody?
How you seen people die?
HAVE YOU? HAVE YOU?

Have you even been ignored by a Government that sent you to war?
Have you seen your friends commit suicide?
Have you held a dying man in your arms?
Have you? Have you? Have you?

Have you even seen a guy on fire?
Have you watched a man drown in an icy sea?
And have you ever visited a dead friend’s grave with his mother?

HAVE YOU? HAVE YOU?

While one critic has condemned this ending for its ‘confrontational punk mode, [which] rounds on the civilian audience with a divisiveness that feels false to the show’s spirit’ (Taylor 2016), it is precisely this potent sense of discomfort that functions as the explicit culmination of Minefield’s cumulative emphasis on reflexivity, repetition and affiliative interference. The hypermedial nature of this final audio-visual assault on the audience, with its disturbing strobe lighting and aural dissonance, triggers a sense of critical distance, rendering the ethical dimension of the performance unavoidable and calling into question the motives behind the spectatorial desire to connect with these veterans. Indeed, as Auslander notes, if ‘[l]ive performance places us in the living presence of the performers, other human beings with whom we desire connection and can imagine having it, because they are there, in front of us’ (1999: 57), then the play succeeds in consistently frustrating this desire, reflexively and repeatedly enacting a formal and affective limit for any truly affiliative act of empathy. Ultimately, Minefield serves as a reminder that the experience of war remains one that cannot be communicated in its entirety, despite the documentary evidence and performative proximity to the past that the play endeavours to (re)present.

Conclusion
During the closing moments of Minefield, and surrounded by the other veterans, Sukrim reads a poem in Nepalese, as the play’s English/Spanish surtitles, for the first time, fail to provide the audience with a translation of the script. This final act of linguistic and formal rupture is, for Graham-Jones, ‘not merely an excluded or exclusionary act of non-translation but rather a biting reminder to audiences that national conflict is not reductively two-sided’ (2017: 9). Indeed, as personal memories are repeated in the play with a strong emphasis on their subjective construction, and as screens and recording devices collapse ‘the real, the live and the mediatized’ into one another, Minefield not only renders these dominant national narratives progressively more hollow but also undertakes a powerful problematisation of the affiliative and affective potential of the testimonial body within documentary theatre. On one hand, the play’s live performance evokes a desire for emotional connection, and to some degree fulfils it, gesturing towards an immediate proximity to the past through the ‘frenzy of signification’ caused by the on-stage collision of historical subject and autobiographical actor; on the other hand, the recurring emphases on both mediation and mediatisation gradually serve to introduce a sense of affiliative friction, approximating and distancing the spectator from the emotionality and testimonial authenticity of the on-stage performance. Minefield’s screening of the past thus functions on two levels, mediating the veterans’ memories audiovisually while, at the same time, performatively selecting what parts of these histories are seen and heard. If, as Martin contends, the emotional weight and experiential credibility of live performance is ‘miragelike […] disappear[ing] as you get closer to it, and as you submit it to rigorous examination’ (2006: 14), then Minefield’s formal and diegetic reflexivity thus succeeds in exposing the construction of any attempt to represent the past, mobilising this formal and affective sense of distance as a means of problematising the political and ethical position the audience occupies in relation to the veterans’ experience. While the photographs, battle reenactments and archival footage allow those on stage an immediate interaction with the past through the repertoire of embodied memory, bringing them closer to one another through a shared sense of the grief and futility of war, the spectator, in the end, acts as a voyeur rather than an actor in this affective encounter with the minefield of the past. 
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Fig 1: ‘Psychologist/Psicólogo’, Campo minado (2016), Lola Arias.


Fig 2: ‘Speeches about war/Discursos sobre la guerra’, Campo minado (2016), Lola Arias.


Fig 3: ‘La espera/The wait’, Campo minado (2016), Lola Arias.
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